Driving can be dangerous especially with distractions. See if you can survive the drive...without any accidents! Forget the distraction, it’s a plan of action!
Driving distractions are dangerous and can cause harmful accidents! Show some care by being aware!

Leave it unread or end up dead! Deaths are rising at an unimaginable speed in the U.S. due to distracted drivers. In Georgia, the number of distracted driver crashes has increased more than 400% in the last decade. Distractions are caused by electronics but the star of the show are cell phones. People using a cell phone while driving increases the possibility of car accidents, injuries, and most of all, deaths. In 2018, 2,841 people were killed in motor vehicle accidents that involved distracted drivers. Researchers have found that drivers who are talking on their phone are 4x more likely to crash! However, drivers texting while driving are 8x more likely to crash. Did you know that in 2015, there were 442 fatal crashes that involved phone distractions? Experts observed that drivers making use of their cell phones are two to eight times more likely to be a part of a crash than distracted drivers with no devices. One text or call could ruin it all! However, some individuals have their own claim! They believe that phones are essential while driving. Although it’s dangerous, they believe multi-tasking is the way to go! Research shows that multitasking is actually when your brain is switching tasks very quickly. A little texting here, a sip of coffee there and BAM. People have their own opinions but there is only one that is correct. No distractions! Just look straight ahead of you, have a clear mind and focus on your driving!
Did you know that more than 2.5 million people are involved in car accidents every year and it’s all because of distracted driving. As a driver, you may face a lot of distractions including distractions inside the car. Distractions in the vehicle give the driver too many things to look at, listen to, and even eat! Even if you're not old enough to drive, you are still capable of helping others who drive! Distractions are everywhere! Your phone, your coffee, outside on the street! So many things can cause an accident and it's important to have all hands on deck. Be on the lookout constantly and if you are a passenger, remind the driver to forget the distractions and pay attention ahead! Don’t explode, just focus on the road! Tell kids to pay attention so that they won’t end up in police detention!

As kids don’t have the ability to drive, adults do! Being a passenger, you should also be on the lookout for any dangers that a driver may not be aware of! Be a good companion, an observant passenger and don’t be shy! Tell or even yell if you notice a driver not paying attention on the road. Texting, calling, food, these are all distractions that can cause a tremendous accident! Remind adults to put their phones on “do not disturb” so as a result they won’t be tempted to look at a text or answer a call. We have to be on alert, all eyes on the road and there can’t be any distractions, no exceptions! No music. No calling. And no texting. Not even eating while driving is safe! Remember, nothing is more important than staying safe. After all, safety is always first.
DON’T DO THIS WHILE DRIVING!

You are driving a car at full speed. Suddenly you see a little boy, an old woman and a traffic police officer on the road. What will you hit first?

A man was driving a black car. His lights were off. The moon shown no light. A cat was in the middle of the road. How did he know to stop?
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